
Only with Compassion Can We Save People 

By a practitioner in North America  

[Minghui Net] After the Canadian Falun Dafa Conference this year, many Dafa practitioners 
enlightened to the acceleration of the Fa rectification process. We have also realized that our 
cultivation during Fa rectification has entered a new phase, which is to directly eliminate the evil 
in other dimensions by sending forth righteous thoughts while clarifying the truth and exposing the 
evil to a further and greater extent.  

Teacher pointed out on May 19 at the Canadian Conference: "The various correct states that you 
are displaying at this time in each and every regard, and how you handle things in all kinds of 
situations, are all being left for history. So they're both serious and crucial." As Dafa practitioners 
at this critical historical moment, we must strictly maintain our xinxing [mind and heart nature] 
according to Dafa, and do well all that Dafa needs us to do. We must continue to clear away our 
bad thoughts and notions, be responsible to society, to ourselves, and to Dafa, and not let the evil 
take advantage of any human weakness.  

In the past two years, the old forces in the cosmos have thoroughly displayed their vicious and 
selfish natures. When they see that they are about to be eliminated, they are rather arrogant. 
Therefore, we should not be lenient when we eliminate them. "Here I'm not referring to humans, 
but to those evil beings that manipulate humans." [Teaching the Fa at the 2001 Canada Falun 
Dafa Cultivation Experience Sharing Conference] Meanwhile, we should clearly realize that the 
elimination of evil is an expression of Dafa's compassion for all beings. We are allowed to 
eliminate the evil forces that damage Dafa. But only when we strictly follow Teacher's Fa can we 
do well that which we are required to do in the overall Fa rectification. Otherwise we may 
unintentionally defame Dafa and disturb the progress of Fa rectification.  

Whether we Dafa practitioners clarify the truth or expose the evil or eliminate the evil, our purpose 
is to save people. Therefore, we must both feel and show people compassion. "Since we cultivate 
the righteous Fa, no matter what we do, we should approach it with goodness (Shan)." [Teaching 
the Fa at the 2001 Canada Falun Dafa Cultivation Experience Sharing Conference]  

The power of pure kindness and compassion is mighty and strong.  

 


